We employ second-order likelihood asymptotics to investigate how ideal frequentist inferences depend on the probability model for the data through more than the likelihood function, referring to this as the effect of the reference set. There are two aspects of higherorder corrections to first-order likelihood methods, namely (i) that involving effects of fitting nuisance parameters and leading to the modified profile likelihood, and (ii) another part pertaining to limitation in adjusted information. Generally, each of these involves a first-order adjustment depending on the reference set. However, we show that, for some important settings, likelihood-irrelevant model specifications have a second-order effect on both of these adjustments; this result includes specification of the censoring model for survival data. On the other hand, for sequential experiments the likelihood-irrelevant specification of the stopping rule has a second-order effect on adjustment (i) but a firstorder effect on adjustment (ii). These matters raise the issue of what are 'ideal' frequentist inferences, since consideration of 'exact' frequentist inferences will not suffice. We indicate that to second order ideal frequentist inferences may be based on the distribution of the ordinary likelihood ratio statistic, without commonly considered adjustments thereto.
I
We compare frequentist inferences for reference sets, or probability models, resulting in the same likelihood function for the data at hand; see for example Cox & Hinkley (1974, § § 2·3, 2·4) . Reasons for interest in this include foundational issues involving the likelihood principle or contrasting frequentist and Bayesian inference, both theoretical and practical unattractiveness of inferential dependence on censoring models, and further insights into dependence of inferences on stopping rules in sequential experiments. We focus on some results for the second and third considerations.
We consider inference regarding a scalar parametric function y(h) in multi-parameter problems, couched in terms of one-sided significance tests that can be inverted for confidence limits. Almost never will there be a uniformly most powerful test of this nature within each of the reference sets to be compared. We will thus refer to 'ideal' rather than 'exact' inference, which involves asymptotic considerations dealt with in § 3.
The asymptotic index is generally a scaling factor of the information matrix that we usually denote informally by n; often this is the number of independent observations, but for sequential settings the index is essentially the expectation of that number. All results are for so-called moderate deviations, involving hypothesised parameter values within O(n−D) of the maximum likelihood estimate. When we say that a relationship holds to kth order, we mean when ignoring terms of relative magnitude O P (n−k/2) in asymptotic expansions valid for moderate deviations. Pierce & Peters (1994) noted that modern higher-order asymptotics, in the form recently called likelihood asymptotics, provide for incisive quantitative investigation of reference set issues. Likelihood asymptotics express second-order ideal frequentist one-sided P-values explicitly in terms of (a) the contribution from the directional likelihood ratio statistic, which is in our framework independent of the choice of reference set, and (b) a higher-order adjustment depending on more than the likelihood function, thus capturing the effect of the reference set. Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1984; 1994, § 7·5) and Sweeting (2001) used likelihood asymptotics to study reference set effects, considering both censoring and sequential settings. However, they only considered two-sided P-values, where directional effects often cancel to second order, whereas our results are for one-sided P-values. For one-parameter models, Pierce & Peters (1994) used adjustment (b) to investigate the magnitude of the n−D term of the dependence of P-values on stopping rules in highly stylised one-parameter settings. In other considerations they failed to realise that, as shown here, the effect of the censoring model on this adjustment is often of O P (n−1). Pierce & Peters (1994) considered only in passing settings with nuisance parameters, making a conjecture that is clarified here. In such settings adjustment (b) comprises two parts, one reflecting effects of fitting nuisance parameters and the other pertaining to moving from likelihood-based inference to frequentist P-values. The former of these adjustments determines what is referred to as the modified profile likelihood. We show that this part depends to O P (n−1) on stopping rules for sequential experiments. These O P (n−1) reference set effects are zero to the order of approximation considered in this paper. Each of the two results just indicated, for censoring models and for stopping rules, holds somewhat more generally. The more general conditions are specified in § § 4 and 5 where the results are developed.
There is by now a vast literature on asymptotic theory related to this paper, and we refer only to papers very directly pertinent to our developments. We largely follow the development due to Barndorff-Nielsen, noting that Fraser and coworkers have developed a somewhat different approach; see for example Fraser et al. (1999) . Surveys of relevant literature are given by Reid (1996 Reid ( , 2003 and Skovgaard (2001) , and useful treatments that include introductory matters are given by Pace & Salvan (1997) and Severini (2000) .
B  - 
We denote by y the entire dataset, whose distribution for a given reference set depends on a multi-dimensional parameter h, and consider testing an hypothesis y(h)=y versus one-sided alternatives. The higher-order asymptotic theory of interest here begins with Frequentist inference the directed deviance, that is the signed square root of the asymptotically x2 1 generalised likelihood ratio statistic,
Here l(h; y) is the loglikelihood function, h @ and y @ are maximum likelihood estimators, and h A y =(y, v @ y ) is the constrained maximum likelihood estimator under the hypothesis; that is, the nuisance parameter is denoted by v and its constrained estimator by v @ y . We consider the subscript y as denoting both what is the interest parameter and the value of the hypothesis being tested. The profile likelihood is L P (y; y)=exp{l(h A y ; y)}. The value of r y does not depend on the reference set, and quite generally has to first order a standard normal distribution. Barndorff-Nielsen (1986) proposed an adjusted version r* y (y) of the signed likelihood ratio statistic that is in considerable generality standard normal to third order. The motivation for this, although often lost sight of, was that to second order
where W is the standard normal distribution function. All results in this paper are based on this approximation. An implication of (2) is that to second order the left-hand side does not depend on v. For our needs we express r* y (y) as
where the adjustments in (3) are, generalising Pierce & Peters (1992) as in BarndorffNielsen & Cox (1994, § 6·6) , given as follows. As usual for higher-order likelihood asymptotics, the data y are re-expressed as (h @ , a), where to suitable approximations h @ is sufficient conditionally on the ancillary statistic a, and inference proceeds in this conditional reference set. The quantities in (3) are
Here 3 A vv and 3 @ vv are the observed information for v evaluated as the constrained and unconstrained maximum likelihood estimates, and 3 @ yy|v is the observed adjusted information for y as defined in § 9·3 (iii) of Cox & Hinkley (1974) . These partial derivatives, with the ancillary a held fixed, are generally referred to as 'sample-space derivatives'.
In related theory Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) , see also § 8·2 of Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1994) , proposed a modified profile likelihood function L MP (y) = M(y)L P (y), aiming to reduce undesirable effects of fitting nuisance parameters. It can be seen that exp(−r y  y ) = C y = M(y), and thus L MP (y) = exp(−r y  y − r2 y /2). Completing the square and using the fact that  y = O P (n−D), we have that to second order L MP (y)jexp{−(r y + y )2/2}. For these reasons  y is referred to as the nuisance parameter adjustment. The remaining adjustment  y pertains more specifically to moving from likelihood to frequentist inference, and is called the information adjustment since it is only substantial when the adjusted information for y is small. Thus in practice the  adjustment is often small or negligible, but when there are several nuisance parameters the  adjustment can be substantial even when the adjusted information for y is large. This is exemplified in Example 1 to follow, with many other examples given in Pierce & Peters (1992) , § § 6·6 and 8·2 of Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1994) , Sartori et al. (1999) , Chapters 7-9 of Severini (2000), Sartori (2003) and elsewhere.
Generally, except for full-rank exponential families and transformation models, it is difficult to compute the above sample space derivatives and a major step was the development by Skovgaard (1996) of the following second-order approximations that do not involve specification of the ancillary statistic; see also Severini (2000, § 6·7·3) . Writing U(h) for the random score statistic evaluated at a parameter value h, define
where, following computation of the expectations, h 1 and h 2 are respectively evaluated at the unconstrained and constrained maximum likelihood estimators h @ and h A y =(y, v @ y ). If we write 3 @ and ı @ for the observed and expected information evaluated at h @ , the Skovgaard approximations for the sample space derivatives are
For the present investigation it is fundamental that each of these can be expressed as the sum of a term depending only on the likelihood function and a term of one smaller order depending on the reference set. To see this, consider the first of the two expressions just above, standardised to be O P (1). Expanding the covariance term and writing J(h)=−∂U/∂h, we have, again evaluating covariances prior to parameter evaluation, that
where the second term is O P (n−D). This term depends on the reference set, but in some settings that dependence has first-order relative effect on the three-dimensional array involving cov{U, J}, and then the reference set effect on the entire expression will be of second order. The argument for the second of the two Skovgaard approximations goes similarly, with the leading term being n−D3 @(h A −h @ ) and the next term being a quadratic form in (h A −h @ ) involving again quantities based on cov{U, J}.
I  
As noted in § 1, results here must be expressed in terms of 'ideal' rather than 'exact' inference. Computation of P-values requires only an ordering of datasets according to evidence against the hypothesis, followed by well-defined probability calculations. We show that all of the primary likelihood-based orderings of datasets are equivalent to second order. In particular, this is true for the orderings deriving from the profile likelihood ratio L P (y @ ; y)/L P (y; y), corresponding to the statistic r y given by (1), from the modified profile likelihood ratio L MP (y @ M ; y)/L MP (y; y) and from any Bayesian likelihood ratio Frequentist inference
, where L B (y; y)= ∆ L (y, v; y)p(v|y)dv for any smooth prior distribution on the nuisance parameter. This unifying result seems to have been overlooked, because of focus on the ordering not of datasets but of parameter values. It is well known that these three likelihood functions generally provide, to second order, different orderings of the parameter values; see for example Severini (1998) .
First note that distinctions among the estimates y @ , y @ M and y @ B are irrelevant for our needs since they all agree to second order. Sweeting (1987) showed that, to second order and when without loss of generality v is chosen orthogonally to y,
His conclusion from this was that, as a function of y, L B (y; y)=L MP (y; y)+O P (n−1) provided that y and v are a priori independent. When the parameters are chosen orthogonally this is a very strong condition that we do not want to impose. However, our concern is with this expression not as a function of y but of the data (y @ , v @ y , a), for a fixed parameter value in the moderate deviation region. Essentially the same argument as used by Barndorff-Nielsen (1986, § 3·2) shows that, for a function Q=O P (1),
where Q 9 (h) does not depend on the data. Thus to second order M(y @ ; y)/M(y; y) is a function of r y (y), establishing the claim with regard to use of L MP (y; y). The remaining issue is how p(v @|y @ )/p(v @ y |y) depends on the data. Since
It follows routinely from approximating the log profile likelihood as quadratic in y that
, where i yy|v (h) is the expected adjusted information. Thus for moderate deviations we see that p(v @|y @ )/p(v @ y |y) also depends on the data, to second order, only through r y (y). The two arguments just given provide the result that to second order likelihood ratios based on all of L P (y; y), L MP (y; y) and L B (y; y) depend on the data only through r y (y); that is, to this order these likelihood functions all provide the same ordering of datasets for evidence against the hypothesis. This is reasonably strong evidence that to second order ideal frequentist P-values can be based on the distribution of r y (y), meaning that this distribution is assessed to second order or better.
4. I  :   For some class of reference sets compatible with the observed data, let there be a representation of the loglikelihood as l= W n i=1 l i , not depending on the reference set and such that the contributions {l 1 , l 2 , . . .} are stochastically independent. Under these conditions the adjustments  and  are to second order independent of the reference sets considered.
The reason for this was raised in § 2, where we noted that the Skovgaard approximations to the required sample space derivatives have a leading term depending on only the likelihood function and a term of one order smaller depending on the reference set. As was noted there, if the reference set effect on the quantity involving cov{U, J} is of first order, then its effect on the sample space derivatives is of second order. Under the above assumptions the term involving cov{U, J} can be approximated to first order independently of the reference set, using for each term the empirical covariance of the independent contributions to U and J. Some elaboration on this argument leads to an approach suggested by Severini (1999) that uses the empirical covariances referred to above.
The meaning of the main result is that considering a given dataset as arising from different reference sets compatible with the observed data has second-order effect on the resulting adjustments. That reference sets be 'compatible with the observed data' means that restricting them in this way should not invalidate the first-order empirical approximation to the quantity involving cov{U, J}; that is, it should not be extremely unlikely for the observed dataset to have arisen from any of the reference sets considered.
A slightly different type of conclusion avoiding that complication is that second-order adjustments can be made without knowing more about the true reference set than the nature of independent likelihood contributions. With only this knowledge, they can be computed using the above empirical approximation as suggested by Severini.
Our result applies to specification of the censoring model for survival data, provided that the censoring model pertains to literally independent censoring; that is, the censoring time for one individual is unrelated to the failure or censoring times for other individuals. The result would not generally apply to other forms of censoring. If we denote by t i the failure or censoring time for an individual, and by c i the indicator of censoring, then in the usual manner the independent contributions to the likelihood are of the form
Example 1. We consider Weibull regression with fixed and random censoring, where interest is in the shape parameter. This example is useful in that the nuisance parameter adjustment is large when there are several covariates, even for fairly large samples. Employing simulation we verify numerically that both the nuisance parameter and information adjustments agree to second order for the two reference sets. The covariances required for the Skovgaard approximation are rather intractable for the regression setting, and we approximate these using Monte Carlo methods. In particular, our simulation used 10 000 datasets for each sample size with 5000 Monte Carlo trials for each of these. In order to carry this out simply for fixed censoring times, we assume that, as is often the case, the potential censoring times are all known.
The assumed model has hazard function l i (t; b, y)=exp(zT i b)ty, where z i comprises a constant term and five Gaussian covariates, with results given for testing y=1. Censoring times were generated as exponential variates scaled so that there is 20% chance of censoring, where these were treated as either fixed or random in computing the higherorder adjustments. The approximation (2) is quite accurate in this example, when computed under either censoring model. For true tail probabilities in the range 0·01-0·20 the average absolute value of the relative error is 10% for n=60, whereas this error is 120% when the unadjusted r y is used. The median values of the  adjustment for n=20 and 140 are −1·17 and −0·37; the corresponding values for the  adjustment are −0·11 and −0·04. Figure 1 indicates the reference set effect on each of the  and  adjustments. For each adjustment, the figure shows quartiles of the differences in the adjustments between the two reference sets. It is seen that, in line with our theoretical results, the differences are O(n−1) for both adjustments. Frequentist inference 5. S  5·1. General considerations The developments here apply whenever there are underlying independent observations y 1 , y 2 . . . , with only the first n of these observed according to some data-dependent stopping rule. It is well known that in this setting the likelihood function does not depend on the stopping rule; see for example Example 2·34 of Cox & Hinkley (1974) .
We focus in our examples on stopping rules of the form |r y (y 1 , . . . , y n )|>gc n , for some hypothesised value y and given sequence c n , with the additional proviso that n∏N for some fixed N. This is a generalisation of rules based on repeated significance tests; see for example Armitage (1991) . For asymptotics g and N are taken to increase together.
Consistently with our general approach, we will base inferences on the second-order distribution of r y (y) over the stopping boundary. There is fairly general agreement that, as suggested by Armitage (1957), P-values and confidence intervals should be based on an ordering of points on the entire stopping boundary according to evidence against the hypothesis; see for example Siegmund (1978) , Rosner & Tsiatis (1988) , Whitehead (1999) and Cook (2002) . Various orderings have been proposed, but the general considerations earlier in this paper suggest that the ideal ordering is based on the value of r y (y), which is reasonably consistent with conclusions reached in papers cited above.
Some conditions are required for the distribution of r y (y) defined in this manner to be standard normal even to first order. Anscombe's Theorem (Anscombe, 1952; Grambsch, 1983) states that, if r y (y) is to first order standard normal for fixed sample sizes then this remains true for sequential sampling under two conditions: essentially that the coefficient of variation of the stopping time n should approach zero, and that the distribution of r y (y) should be asymptotically suitably continuous. The more critical issue is the continuity condition but, as Anscombe showed, the discrete time aspect usually does not interfere with this. However, the nature of the stopping boundary can affect that continuity in complicated ways. For example, consider stopping at the smallest n where |r y |Ác or n=N, where asymptotically c and N increase together. Then clearly Anscombe's Theorem can only apply to the distribution of r y when pr(n<N) is asymptotically negligible.
5·2. Higher-order asymptotics As noted by Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1994, § 7·5) and Coad & Woodroofe (1996) , issues can arise regarding validity of the results of § 2 for sequential settings. We will indicate below that a necessary and sufficient condition for this validity is that the distribution of r y (y) be to first order standard normal. Arguments underlying results of § 2 require, strictly speaking, that all relevant quantities have densities with respect to some measure not depending on n, which will not be the case for discrete-time sequential settings. As in other discrete-data settings, the best resolution of this is to think of the development in terms of a continuous idealisation, and then to verify either theoretically or numerically that results apply to the actual settings. This approach was successful for Example 1 of Pierce & Peters (1994) and examples to follow. We intend that, in principle, our considerations apply to group sequential settings, noting that these involve more discreteness and thus the idealisation referred to is further from the real setting. At any rate, to avoid complications interfering with general theoretical considerations, we assume in the following that the idealisation is made.
We now indicate the argument showing that results of § 2 are valid whenever the stopping rule is such that r y is standard normal to first order. We use a modification of the derivation of r* y in § 7.4.1 of Severini (2000). It is an identity based on the likelihood ratio approximation to densities that
where D is the Jacobian of the transformation from h @ to (r y , v @ y ). Usually the key relationship (2) of § 2 is obtained by integrating out v @ y using a Laplace approximation, then using an Edgeworth expansion for the resulting final term, and finally using the fact that to second order r y is independent of a. Our claim can be verified by also integrating out a in (5), using a Laplace approximation and the fact that D(h @ , a) is to second order constant in a, and then using an Edgeworth expansion for the unconditional distribution arising from the final term. Thus the necessary conditions pertain to the unconditional distribution of r y . This argument is not limited to sequential settings and clarifies in general the role of conditioning on ancillaries in higher-order likelihood asymptotics. The most difficult part of the indicated argument is showing that D(h @ , a) is to second order constant in a. This is related to arguments of Barndorff-Nielsen (1986, §·3·2) , also employed here in § 3.
Others have used more classical higher-order asymptotics than here; see for example Woodroofe & Keener (1987) . Woodroofe (1992) and Coad & Woodroofe (1996) take an approach more closely related to ours. Sequential settings may stress asymptotic theory, and we recommend that usually the actual computation of P-values be done by direct simulation of the distribution of r y , using for the nuisance parameter the estimate v @ y . Our aim is less to compute P-values than to clarify structural aspects of the effect of stopping rules on the second-order distribution of r y . The direct simulation approach was suggested, although not in this setting, by DiCiccio et al. (2001) .
Before turning to our main result for sequential settings, we explore the application of higher-order likelihood asymptotics in a fundamental sequential setting considered by Woodroofe (1992) . Frequentist inference Example 2. We consider independent observations y i~N (h, 1) and two different stopping rules. The first is an example used by Woodroofe (1992), stopping for n ∏ N/2 at the first observation where |r h=0 | > gn−D and for N/2 < n ∏ N where |r h=0 |>2g(N−n)D/N. This form provides for the stopping boundary to close smoothly by the maximum number of trials N. The asymptotic index can be taken as g, with N increasing proportionately. We consider only one value of the asymptotic index for each part of this example, turning to formal asymptotics in Example 3. Of course for this example r* h =r h when n is fixed, and so the adjustment r* h −r h reflects only the effect of the stopping rule. We raise this specific stopping rule mainly to compare r* h to a related quantity proposed by Woodroofe (1992) , of the form z* h =(r h −n−Db A )/(1+n−1c A) with coefficients b A and c A deriving from the asymptotic mean and standard deviation of r h , evaluated at the parameter estimate. He shows that under rather general conditions on the stopping rule this statistic is in a 'very weak sense' standard normal to o(n−1). Those conditions are weaker than required for the validity of r* h , but it can be shown that when r* h is valid then r* h −z* h =O P (n−1). For this stopping rule, with N=72 and g=9, we obtain the results of Table 1 , where the values for z* h are taken from Woodroofe's paper. Those for r h and r* h were obtained by simulation, using 10 000 datasets and 5000 Monte Carlo trials for each of these to compute the covariance required by the Skovgaard approximation to r* h . The conditions for Anscombe's Theorem hold for this example, and the results support our theoretical argument that for such an example r* h is standard normal to second order, and to this order agrees with z* h . For this example, and very specially, the symmetry of the model and the stopping rule means that for testing h=0 both r* h and z* h agree to second order with r h=0 . Thus r h is then standard normal to second order, and the substantial improvement seen on this is due to adjustment of O P (n−1) not considered by our general theory. For the remainder of Example 2, we consider stopping rules seeming to us more practically important, having the general character of what is often used in clinical trials where the stopping boundary is not smoothly closed. There the intention is to stop usually at some maximum number of trials n=N, but earlier when the evidence against the hypothesis is substantial. We have in mind plans allowing at most N trials, stopping earlier if, for testing h=0, |r h |Ágc n , with c n decreasing modestly on the range n=1, . . . , N, and where in asymptotics g and N increase together. For Gaussian data as above, we consider only N=60 and g=2, with c n decreasing linearly from c 1 =3 2 to c N =1. We avoid focus 
on testing only certain values of h by considering confidence intervals. Figure 2 shows 90% equitailed confidence intervals for h, based on various datasets on the stopping boundary, computed from the exact distribution of r h , and from standard normal approximations to r h and r* h . In terms of the P-values involved, those based on r h are too large by a factor of about two for n=10, 20. Note that, when in fact one does not stop early, the first-order methods are quite adequate. Whether it is important to allow for the possibility of stopping early, when in fact one does not, is an issue worth further consideration. 5·3. Argument for main result We now show that to second order the  adjustment and modified profile likelihood function do not depend on the stopping rule. Although these are parameterisationinvariant, they can to second order be expressed solely in terms of the likelihood function when v is chosen as orthogonal to y; that is, the modified profile likelihood agrees to that order with the Cox & Reid (1987) 
where the parameters are chosen orthogonally. Thus the key to our argument is showing that such orthogonality does not depend on the stopping rule. The overall conclusion would obtain in any setting where orthogonality does not depend on the reference sets considered.
To proceed we further assume that y 1 , y 2 , . . . are identically distributed, for otherwise orthogonality becomes problematic. Comparative inference and regression aspects can to an extent be included by taking each y i as a vector with an associated covariate vector that does not depend on the index i, so that the vectors y i are indeed indentically distributed. Write i 1 (h) for the expected information corresponding to a single observation y i , noting that in the fixed-n setting the information in the sample is i(h)=ni 1 (h). Then for Frequentist inference the sequential setting it follows from Wald's Fundamental Identity that i(h)=E h (n)i 1 (h); see in particular § 7c.2 (v) of Rao (1973) . Therefore, parameters orthogonal in the fixed-n setting remain orthogonal in the sequential setting. A more modern argument would use the fact that −∂2l n /(∂h)2−ni 1 (h) is a martingale whose expectation is unaffected by optional stopping.
Example 3. This example illustrates our main result regarding the  adjustment, and also some of the more general asymptotic aspects. We consider again inference about the shape parameter in the Weibull model, but now with identically distributed observations involving only scale and shape parameters, and no censoring. Both the stopping rule and the inference pertain to testing that the shape parameter is unity. The stopping boundary is that of the first part of Example 2, with g=N/8, but using for that purpose the score test rather than the likelihood ratio statistic. The higher-order adjustments are computed by simulation as indicated in Example 1. For perspective, both the  and  adjustments are moderately important even for N=100, where the probability of stopping prior to n=N is 19% and E(n)=85. In that case, for testing y=1, the  adjustment takes values around −0·1 when |r y | is in the range 1·5-2·0. The  adjustment is around −0·2 when r y is in the range 1·5-2·0, and around +0·1 when −r y is in that range. Our main result is confirmed by finding that the difference in  adjustments for the sequential setting and when treating n as fixed at the stopping value is around ±10−3 for all datasets. Plots show this having the character of being second order in E(n), but are not shown since the differences are so small. Figure 3 shows as a function of E(n) a summary measure of departure from standard normality of r y , r* y when n is considered as fixed at the stopping value, and r* y for the sequential setting. The summary measure is the average of the absolute relative error in tail probabilities at 0·025, 0·05, 0·10 and 0·15 in each direction. Also shown, to investigate second-order convergence, is the summary error measure multiplied by E(n). The convergence of r* y correctly computed for the sequential setting is, as theory suggests, of second order. Although r y and the incorrect fixed-n r* y perform poorly, the rate of improvement at the largest values of E(n) appears better than the first-order that is expected. Generally, we find the nature of the stopping boundary to have rather complicated effects on concrete details of asymptotic behaviour. Figure 4 shows quartiles of the difference in  adjustments computed for the sequential setting and when n is treated as fixed at the stopping values. In contrast to what occurs with the  adjustment, this difference reflects the effect of the stopping rule and is of first order in E(n). A further plot not shown indicates that the difference is not also of second order, consistently with results of Pierce & Peters (1994) for their Example 2. 6. D For the two settings considered in this paper, the  adjustment and modified profile likelihood are to second order independent of the reference set. The question arises of whether or not the  adjustment ever depends on the reference set, and we are confident that there are instances where it does. On the other hand, the dependence of the  adjustment on censoring models is of second order, while its dependence on stopping rules is of first order. All these results are what one would hope, or expect.
We have found that, for the setting of Example 1, treating the censoring times as fixed with unrealised censoring times as infinite results in adjustments not agreeing to second order with either of those used in the example. This indicates some subtleties regarding classes of reference sets for which adjustments should agree to second order. Apparently, a requirement is that the censoring distributions considered in these be similar, including, if of interest, the empirical distribution of fixed censoring times. Note also that, in repetitions of the experiment, never censoring units that fail in the data at hand will result in typically less censoring than in the observed data. Davison & Hinkley (1997, § 3.5 .2) suggest a method avoiding this, while not requiring knowledge of unrealised censoring times.
The conditions of § 4 are more general than for censored data, and when they are met the second-order inference, although depending on more than the likelihood function, depends only on the collection of independent contributions to it. For sequential settings there is no such possibility since what constitutes a collection of independent contributions depends on the stopping rule. Thus it seems natural that results differ for the two settings. Frequentist inference From a frequentist viewpoint a primary attraction of the modified profile likelihood is that the  adjustment is often small in practice, and use of the modified profile likelihood is then tantamount to use of r* y . Ordinary asymptotics are rather misleading when the  adjustment is large and the  adjustment is small, and more relevant asymptotics involve allowing the number of parameters to increase along with the sample size; see for example Sartori (2003) and references there. Modified profile likelihood is attractive on Bayesian grounds, where it can circumvent the need for a prior distribution on nuisance parameters. This attractiveness is enhanced by finding that for some important settings the modified profile likelihood is independent of the reference set.
In our view it is tenable that inference should often depend only on the likelihood function and hence that frequentist inference is usually approximate in character. From that view the efforts of this paper are towards a better understanding of that approximation.
